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CRIME AND COMMODITY

There are tales now to suggest the world was facing a peril
caused by a bunch of people who did not know what to do, putting themselves in
positions of social and public influence and it is utter rubbish, the world is
in peril because of people they think they can handle on account they were
bullies but could not handle – so we have a bunch of idiots who make up ideas
that according to what they have heard me say, if they stalled my career and
bullied me into thinking about their problems as a method of parting from it, a
good thing as will be an outcome where I became a mad dog and deployed my
career to fight for their civil rights would emerge from doing so and the
outcome was another group of gits with ideas about their senses of adjudication
turning up to take up more of my time for conversations about their rights, so
I have initiated a series of social initiatives that will put these sorts of
stupid people in charge of their affairs as well. It is the same thing we see
at Industry where another group spends money on the idiots because they claimed
they loved to see me dance around my pain, risking an outcome where I got my
hands on their money too. I could never make sense of what was wrong with these
idiots but we do know their behaviour was directly linked to ideas about how to
approach financial problems – like where we are now being a matter of trashing
my career by exhibiting their insanity all over it on Media, to say that each
time I stepped outside of my door, it was an opportunity for abusive behaviour
to do with the idea that no matter how hard I tried and fought, they ended up
spending my assets on themselves anyway, the Celebrities will build up an
environment that can exist on account of my career and person, through which
show business may thrive, building up to a result where I was being bullied
every time they wanted to befriend somebody who possessed something their
stupidities wanted, to finish off with announcements that no matter how hard I
tried and worked, they still spent my assets on themselves regardless of what
society had already done – everything I have done to prevent these fools
distracting me from my career had failed over a period of 20 years as though we
shared the same existence and they were determined to decide how I felt each
time their stupidities got up a Media presence to continue for one more day claiming
that they were important enough to do so – therefore any fool may get off
telling me about the problems that have led them to behave that way towards me
over a favourite insult that puts others in charge of my affairs again, to see
what I will do with it too. It does this and we end up glorifying the nonsense
that comes of it when the outcome was that a group of trouble makers that
thought their ideas won the day, decided to start with a particular group of
people, in terms of the need to prevent these fools touching people and then we
end up with a situation where, I want to get to work not get distracted by your
stupidities give way to you are to make use of this rest room whilst the other
was reserved for people of my race – so those who continued to insist on
putting these idiots in charge of my affairs over their insolence may continue
to take the risk and complain to Politicians about their stupid feelings
thereafter too. Where we currently are is the part where I have dug the matter
all the way to the location of the tax man, to put my cards on the table for a
good response and I think that the local authority gits that worsened the
problem kicking up dust over unemployment support will be considered part of
the threat on my part and my response to their stupidities all together will be
something that the local authorities was made fully aware of or I get to
control my Bookshop, they did not distract me from my engagement with the job
market, I did not feel sore all over because of it as well and nobody got to
explore my so called history of failure that churned the tummy, as we did not
share the same existence in this place. So far it is not that much of an issue,
we know they claim it was a matter of the way we were so wayward with respect
to communists that we were not dong what American wanted us to do and I have
been pushing them to deal with the overseas business interest threats as well –
all likely to escalate for the favourite insults that stall a Bookshop and puts
their stupidities in charge of my affairs for a community that will finger my
bum, as something they did not make a living, nothing yet being done to
maintain personal fortitude for me to make a living by as will produce the same
effect, the part where I loved to dump my problems in their comfort zone had to
be stopped apparently, whilst it continued its gimmicks where it suggests I had
everything and others were entitled to my public image, to make money it shares
with a community and shows up here to run me down over ideas its stupidities
were incredibly important because it was a stupid yank. I am told they think I
am a low life but it is not clear what I thought of them but it is the same as
the idea I am victim in the matter which I am really not – we can see in terms
of my victimhood that these are a bunch of idiots who pride themselves in their
ability to rob people of mobility and finances, particularly in terms of
travelling to the USA to get wealthy, especially so towards women, so they
peddled it at me too and the women got everywhere. In the end it says that my
Books do not make any sense but it is equity bundle not a clearly set out
story, those who buy it have bought something that belonged to them but the
story is one about my life, every paragraph can be redeveloped but people should
not try to redevelop my life, they should get involved with the websites and
social media, see what I am doing, what the companies involved and the brokers
were doing and live in a world where they did not have to hate the jobs market because
a bunch of trouble makers did. What I think of them personally however on the
other hand goes back to the fact the cause of all these is the series of
personal decisions, such as the need to ensure peoples family ended up in
hospital because they were making money, driving them to say that if they got
married for powerful reasons they will procreate strong children and get
better, after, they see business run by a Hermit that was only interested in
church influence and they had to have it because it was clean – then there is
the part where they cannot control the monsters in their family and think that
they ought to decide what I did when I stepped outside of my door instead
whereas it was clear if they could not look after the children, the government
will take the children into care or the children will first get on unemployment
support, then the criminals will take over from there, has nothing to do with
me and it needs to keep its hands and its imagination out of my panties. What I
think of them personally, if it isn’t a bunch of gits that are filthy on the
outside but it is worse on the inside, besides which they were always keen to
decide what other peoples personal convictions were, hence the main problem
with their personal decisions, just like I am a low life after I dropped out of
University and do not have a mill stone on my legs preventing me from swimming
back into it literally but had to make the statement about completing my Royal
Commission without necessarily needing anybody’s silly qualification before I
did and they stifled the Bookshop for red carpet self-re-invention purposes,
which is currently the only thing killing my finances, was famous and stupid
robs it in my face all the time when it is not dead yet literally. The idea
that it is all about people who did not know what to do assuming positions of
public influence is utter rubbish – we know that they find ways to corrupt the
methods that public funds were to be dispensed and now it means I am sore all
over when I am at work because regardless of what I tried to prevent, their
stupidities had spent my assets anyway and I am unable to concentrate on
anything which narcissism provided them fortitude to pursue the jobs market
they hated because they preferred crime and violence and will return to it when
they saw an opportunity to, tired to drowning in the insults for my part.

FAME, RENTED SPACES AND PRIVATE SECURITY INDUSTRY

The idea having been built that with respect to making money
tackling me made sense. I wouldn’t know anyway, provided such nonsense is
coming from an incorrigible group of abusive idiots who insist on building and
maintaining communities that existed to nurse abusive ideas of ways I could
serve their needs and solve their problems, whilst they complained about their
society being infested with racism and discrimination of all kinds at the same
time. They do suggest I had a history and at the same time are always seen hard
at work on stupidities they exhibited whenever they attended their workplace,
exhibited at my expense that is whilst their families were blissfully unaware
of every consequence associated with their gimmicks. The advise I would give is
that between these gits alongside their famous idiots, myself and the
Industries, their narcissism is not linked to reality in anyway, I tolerate it
for two main reasons and one of those was that I brokered property and asset
equity with companies, businesses and vested interests and it was a small sacrifice
during business and economic cycle, we also know that it is never business and
economic cycle everyday whilst the abuses were being channelled at me every day,
the other reason being that there are a bunch of idiots from government
buildings who behave in a way at my expense, that suggested it made sense for
me to stoop as low as it gets to make sense of their insanity at the expense of
Government office twats who liked to see me dance around my pain. Probability
is when I start pushing back, age, schedule would likely have allowed for a
time that I stopped doing so, if their lives depended on it, for the time
being, it will not shelve the insults and show up at a Bookshop for applicable
products considering that it all happens because what sits in their bank
account is not something they can account for and it gets to their heads. We
had to listen to the gimmick endlessly, that events were set in place as the
outcome was that I was facing a precarious existence – I am facing no such
thing here, any who posed a threat to these people did because they were
considered by such persons to be an immediate threat and it is something I can
play with as well, just as much as there was a prospect they could ever stop me
if I did: the facts however are that it gets away with every insult like a
contribution I was making towards its stupidities, if it is not bullying a
personality that was created by a writing career and complaining that it
smelled, it was busy suggesting that it met me and told me that my entire life
was of the type where I did what I was told until I did what I had to do, as a
method of solving its personal and social problems – it is always abusive of
these idiots especially the Government office pricks who speak of ways that
their insolence was the way that power worked, details being that no matter how
hard I tried, it had spent my assets anyway, which people run with on the
streets and I am never allowed to concentrate on anything I am doing, then it
claims that I was a potential threat to the Political system since this is what
the people had to live with everyday whilst it showed up around my affairs to
look the part of a Political class. It is not mainstream civil activities as to
quantify the idea that I am a threat to the Political system and when I stop to
do their own because I am being distracted from everything else, I will ensure
that the local council was roped into it too, that way their stupidities got to
run this game at me for a decade and a half, then work me for homelessness
kicking up a fuss about unemployment support – it has just come up with a plan
to ensure we were both fighting for our lives, does not know what to do and will
not go along with what it is being told based on statistical and documented
evidence, calls me names for no reason and claims its ideas about how my
existence should be used was the prize for its own job, leaving a 20 year
career mess for which it was not paying the bills in this place and its stupid
children putting labels on me. All will fare well when it keeps its comments to
its career and does not engage with mine whilst doing its job, especially
through backdoor word of mouth via a media presence everyday, considering we
had arrived at a stage where my tolerance of its insults seems to have been the
contribution I am making to its spiritual wickedness: the narcissism that was
the only mode of communication available to their stupidities is not actually
rooted in reality, it needs to stay away from my finances and move on or face
what I will do to move on its insanity and that of its famous twats. I am told
there were always women attacking me every direction I travelled, everywhere I
went but I am aware of it, the story is that society had a problem with male entitlement
and male violence but the male entitlement and violence were both a product of
the actions of a bunch of people who spend time making trouble for others when
they had the energy to seek financial wellbeing, because their plan is to
secure their pensions by means of things they can do to bend society to their
will, I have no idea why I am doing 20 year career mess and the stifling of my
Bookshop everyday because of it, just another favourite insult people channel
at me which puts them in charge of my affairs, which they are also set to get
accustomed to, unable to stop, so that I may intervene painfully. The dynamics
of the matter was one in which the men who loved to educate others about women,
were engaged in a need to put themselves in charge of matters they could not
make sense of and realise they are not in charge whenever they found themselves
arguing with women, the women were a product of abusing people getting to a
stage where if a woman took care of the children she could not take care of
herself or her husband and if she successfully provided for both husband and
children will lose out taking care of herself, like the times it becomes a big
matter that builds up to people having fantasies about me living in a
precarious existence which is another distraction for myself and my clients
that I could really do without, on account that some feminist character whose
whole life and career was based on being seen, getting dressed up and making a
show of herself took some action which outcome is that we never heard the last
of it, never mind that they were already complaining about the ones that could
not take care of themselves or were experienced a difficult childbirth due to self-neglect,
to the consequences that their insanity gave way to an outcome where they could
not keep their fingers to themselves, for my part, it says I am a kind of man
whose place in the world can be taken up by women and it probably does this
because he is hunting down some female lovers as a stupid lesbian, ripping up
my finances to do it, save the times I had decided to make a statement for her
stupidities with intent, as per whether it was the security services it had
little respect for or the eccentric characters that had turned to terrorism or
the criminals that its mean stupidities gets to handle at a part of society in
which in did not belong, to the effect that I made good the consequences of
buttering them up – just like we know the most commonly used insult is the idea
that what I am saying is just talk and we know it is a generic response to that
nonsense they have built up again, where there are men with careers that worked
in an environment where people loved to get beaten down by silly women who
would later offer rough sex but continues to channel its gimmicks at me and
then other government operatives thereof, a generic response to this thing they
have built up again with narcissist platforms that facilitate their self-improvements
and people had to get into trouble with the law to show that what was owned is
deserved, whereby I will have decided to put aside resources to protect the
interests of women and younger children, having since decided the job as a
company fat cat had to be done and it was the times that they were not
committing crimes or getting killed on the streets which facilitated my
publicity and PR.

I am told that there was much confusion about where I was
and what was happening to me but there is no such confusion, just a business of
the fact there was always a two sides problem at Government affairs, one will
pick up public work and twist noses until blood is drawn which people found
confusing because its stupidities was famous and the other will form gangs therefore
we could easily tell what it was doing – that said, instead of complaining
about Royal duties, it was better to plan for it and ensure one made time for
oneself, instead what we have at the Monarchy was a bunch of trouble makers
allied to the King who spent most of his training years fighting the presiding
Monarch over sex and privileges, so we now have a situation where they want to
pass the curse of personal decision onto those who thought themselves better
people, that said, there is no explanation as to the reasons I was groomed for
it over a 13 year period during which time the previous Monarch was Head of
state, then there was the Celebrities, apart from the short insolent videos
that was the way advertisement should be made, the Celebrity money and the
abuses from street and city centre Offices in my direction, it is not clear
exactly how long it takes when a person is having to contend with such matters,
for them to get from complaining about the problem to being a paid up part of
it at the expense of a person that was already a victim. I do not think it is a
crisis, just the point that what happened with me was confusing, whereas people
have heard me warn them about the continue ripping of my finances, breaching of
my patents and spending the public interest in my public work and bookshop on
themselves everyday, to tell me I could only do something about it when I was
of a certain size, is likely to produce an outcome where I wanted them to put
the well off neighbourhood on the spotlight and prove themselves with it – for
the time being I have refused to speak of these matters because I had not yet
built it up to a stage where there was enough sexual context abuse being
fostered from the one I experienced at their behest, towards every git that
wedged themselves between myself and the Monarch, now that I have one and can
push it at whole neighbourhoods whenever I wanted it, I am at liberty to speak
of it but it could cease ripping up my career and finances, running off the
abusive sales television, run me down from street and city centre offices and
tackle my well being with Celebrity money, over ideas I am supposed to get into
a fight with others to serve their stupidities, that is used to run me down
when I am at work up to the stage where by itself, it is now creating heath
scares and health risks for me, top of the list which is the fabled heart
disease, an assumption then that I will not think about getting their famous
stupidities killed first. The effrontery of ripping up my assets to run off
gimmicks on media after I had been stripped off any protection as they saw it,
which would get me to do the bidding of the Celebrities and in 6 years of
working hard everyday, we have not been able to tidy up the problem for the
security service operatives who worked in what was a specialised environment,
talking nonsense about the way I hung around hoovering up privileges and not
getting involved with National security – it needs to fight more communists on
my behalf, not enough had died yet as it were. Its like we hear the narcissist
lecture about people linking narcissism to godlessness, whilst we know that it
was fundamentally ungodly to explore peoples existential short comings and set
about activities they would not appreciate, the more they complained, I am not
doing the same narcissism as such, just playing with the idea there were things
they found more useful than the narcissism and they were at risk of losing
those, which is actually correct. I am told the famous had always wanted to
teach me a lesson and yes they have always without reason or purpose, just a
feeling they had, where it is now being denied that the two part problem was
the only existing problem i.e. a bunch of fools with a Media job complaining
after building a media presence for my public control issues and famous idiots
in an alliance with I like to resist your career and financial well being, to
complain about the curse of personal decisions the same way criminals
complained about the Law, German influence pricks, I understand it is due to
the fact I withdrew access after damage was done and failed to get into a fight
with others as to serve them but what I wish to find out next is where and when
they would like to stop. It is never a matter of people being famous or people
being sport stars as such – the famous ripped up my wealth equity and crime
control after spending years running me down until they were able to build a
social campaign which breached my Book patents and ensured they could pass off
the curiosity over my work to another business of their choosing without much
difficulty or consequence but what I appear to be doing with them these days
was concerned with the idea that they were entitled to get involved with me –
the sport stars however have never stopped trashing the public face of creative
asset vault that I held in Trust with other companies, to be successful and
lead other people down the same path that they had chosen; so there are
Celebrities that I got along with and if I said that the single problem of the
afore two can be handled in such a manner that each time I performed a service
for my Bookshop or created a product, to find them have need of my product and
build publicity for that need in a manner that destroys my finances, there
would be trouble, I was not really in a position to enforce my stance just yet
and it was work that I had to do. The business of having need of my product in
a way that wrecks the finances is not in itself an emotive issue as it comes
from a part of society where they needed people to tackle public problems
because it was the trap for targeted victims of their narcissism, so the very
process of tackling problems that they complained about was the stage that made
people vulnerable to the narcissism, I am for instance being punished by
feminists because I responded to some issues women faced, as a method of
abusing people to make money, knowing that it was possible to do the same
things if I had not responded to those needs in the first place and so it goes
on and on as though it was in their interest to have those public matters
resolved – a question of how we end up living like this which is the story of
our home wrecker society, one side was mainstream and the other was one such
that even when people know that what a bunch of fools said did not make any
sense, provided they raised money, even if they did in a co-operative to dazzle
people by, they will still gain success at leading people away from the correct
path, I am at this stage fed up of feeling perpetually tired, unable to
concentrate on anything and sore all over whenever I engaged with the jobs
market because they were making statements that no matter how hard I tried,
their stupidities got to spend my assets on themselves never the less. Their
friends at the Monarchy claimed it was to do with being British whereas it was
to do with some need to visit the consequences of personal decisions on those
they claim judged them for it, just like criminals complained about the Law. They
do claim that I am unaware that my actions were a product of being a weak and
cowardly man which is understood but it depended on what they meant, since I am
aware such activities showed that somebody who was involved with protecting
others was worried about the actions of the famous like I am but we are talking
about the contrast between somebody who is engaged with series of activities
associated with eccentric characters that showed up on the social life of
Politicians, to complain about another group of goons that will not keep the
fingers off their body parts, whilst I am talking about the last time work was
done to protect the public from terrorism and was completely trashed by famous
idiots allied to German influence twats that will ensure whenever they picked
up peoples careers, the owners of those careers would be prevented from
recovering their property. This is all industrial espionage, to rip up my
wealth equity and crime control and throw money at people who had access to my
career, so that it was impossible for me to deny them such access, which was a
better choice compared to a respectful involvement, they certainly do not
expect me to get into a fight with the society idiots who work me with rogue
landlord and corrupt private security industry gimmicks whilst they were the
people building a media presence for it, to grab my career and shower me with
insults everyday. I already planned it this way, the access they have is a
product of the fact I set out a platform to work Intellectual property
administration with companies, on the basis of society madness and celebrity
vandalism, it is a positive result for them to have gained such a level of
National and Internationally expressed access to my career, as their activities
were the things I had to tolerate each time I needed to make some sacrifice to
support clients during business and economic cycle – they simply realise the
only way for their gimmicks to affect me was to say that they damaged my
finances and I will want to know since I do not write their books around here
and they were keeping their own finances, where their famous stupidities would
like to stop. These processes were originally designed to ensure that I could
manage the business of some people expecting other members of the public to do
the hard work, only for them to show up with social matters and cherry pick the
best results that they wanted to be affected by means of their Home wrecker
politics and Media, I have issued the warning that tackling the Celebrities was
new, I should mention here the prognosis that the process was nearly complete –
it needs to keep off my clients and Books and restrict its gimmicks and
comments to its career.

They do claim this was the part where they got over my head
as well but they did not achieve such a thing, just a process where I am envied
and to that effect I dropped out of University and the time was such that a
recession began a few months after, considering that it would be so much easier
to find good work at first instance if I graduated, hence it became incredibly
personal. Currently they are saying that I wrecked by Celebrity culture but I
have not done that yet, as getting out of bed everyday to live in the nausea of
trying to pay my Bills, was a product of their need to cling to my public
image, pick up my career publicity for other gimmicks that best suited them and
use my products in such a way that my finances bottomed out and none was
willing to pay for the products, whilst they did not pay for it themselves,
claiming it to be a privilege they could afford because they were famous and it
happens everyday. Having since arrived at a stage where I must recognise that I
cannot talk them into stopping, I must embark on applicable means to ensure
that whenever I am left feeling sore all over because they are always
communicating forcibly in my direction and without invitation, for some reason
being humiliated by it appears to have casted a shadow from my public image to
facilitate show business and market pyramid schemes, they got to lose the job
if I had failed to trash their finances – always on the phone a well off
neighbourhood, to some twat that was helping it make money by handling my
assets, which finances it was unable to account for, getting abusive everyday
and thinks that it got over my head. I am told the fact I did not like them was
also a problem in its own right but I do not dislike them, rather since the
first time we met and the usual business of deciding other peoples thought
process on their part ensued, nothing had returned to the way it way before
then, just as much as the now existing two disposition cannot be reconciled. In
the end we know they got completely out of hand because the King suggested that
they had been fighting some communists on my behalf, to create a process where
the narcissism that would have been effective if I was a dependant was made
possible, as somebody could easily ascertain that they were more deserving of
my career than I am, occurred because I was too much of a coward to fight the
communists myself – so we see when politicians eventually say that we are in
essence being governed by home wreckers, that would be the part where the facts
were being put crudely. Then they claim I did not like the King whereas it was
a matter of the fact HM fundamentally hates the Monarchy, so rather than a
situation in which there was duty and plan was made to perform those duties
whilst being able to make time for self, we instead have a need to pass on the
curse of unusual personal decisions – the part they played in this was to say
that I was too comfortable with the Monarchy whereas it was a matter of
relevance and purpose which if I no longer had I would have to put my hands to
other things I could do, so they built me a profile that matched the social
activities of criminals and community that fingered my bum, their media fools
got about a stage for rogue landlords and corrupt private security for which
they built a media presence having discovered I was not vulnerable to these
kinds of persons, built the media presence for them and set about complaining
whilst issuing threats at me, as stupidly as it gets. So we are being governed
by home wreckers to say the least apparently but it seems that it was such a
problem that not only did the King himself hate the Monarchy but when I did
nothing about it, they bothered him and I got attacked, when I did something
about it, they bothered him and I got attacked, when they got out of hand, they
bothered him and I got attacked, thus the problem is such that I can only take
control of the situation well enough to solve it if I were King myself, hence I
will not be surprised if one of these days HM announced he was abdicating. We
do hear them claim I thought I had achieved the standard for my Office but have
not, reality however is that I have, it simply was not a problem during the
reign of QEII that a lot of it was put towards supporting and assisting other
people, in current conditions there seem to be too much of that going on and I
am being punished for it – now it makes sense to ensure that instead of
ignoring Celebrities, it would have transpired that there was no place for my
bad experience with them at the Monarchy, especially those concerning instances
where I stand up for myself and they follow me around to ensure I am worse off,
therefore they had to absorb it into their fame, just like the society gits
once finished with rogue landlords and corrupt private security abuses, they
expect to go home to their own well off neighbourhoods, if I found myself
unable to catch up with Royal affairs, thus before I completely wrecked
everything that mattered to these two groups of people, there have already been
a history in which they had time to decide exactly what they wanted from the
situation they built.

We are told it is all a strange ideas created by people who
want to control others but a mountain of problems that facilitated a position
for a crowd that fingered my bum, from the complaints of idiots who ensured
their narcissism relied on me whilst I am at work and I got into a habit of
dumping the problems in their comfort zone which in their opinion needed to be
stopped with disastrous consequences they suggested was another person’s
responsibility, would dispute such claims.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

Eventually we have seen this nonsense spread from the
Celebrities to the Politicians and some people now think that taxation should
be abolished because they were Tories: I could never tell anyway, those of us
who had a normal mentality thought that taxation had nothing to do with
individual Politicians, it was government taxing people for the infrastructure it
provides and other things it does not maintain the infrastructure, just as we
are aware the question of taxation was never one of whether it should exist at
all but one of whether it was competitive with what people were doing overseas.
The details of this seemingly small matter was eventually expressed fully over
issues associated with a sense what I have said was a scratch on the surface of
what I had done, which I would agree to, as my responses to these kinds of misdemeanours
have ranged from a need to ensure Celebrities like the Politicians seen to be
getting involved with public matters whilst they were thinking of themselves,
no longer had me to play with over matters of social clandestine abuses and had
to rely on the quasi criminals they claimed were better persons that were born
under dangerous birthdates – these lies have been told over my career and
finances for the best part of two decades now, started off showing up at
University to finger my bum until I dropped out and now they have told enough
lies to end up in a socially organised process of harming themselves everyday
which I now wish to make permanent as the abuse of my Bookshop and finances
continued. Not clear what they meant dangerous birthdates either, they speak of
Scorpios and Virgos most of the time; we know that as a Libra I have lived with
the two all my life and Scorpios always needed somebody against whom they can
leverage violent activities, the inspiration and reason for them to be heroes, their
best choice is always the personal and social life of a Libra like something
they were entitled to with Celebrities and Politicians never listening to what
the security services were saying, especially if they thought they could take
advantage of a Libra, whilst Virgos never stopped lying, never stopped the
street whispering, the hanging around at street corners telling tales about the
way people had grabbed their career, relying on a Libras personal and social
life as leverage to get out of any mess that may arise which is the main reason
Celebrities liked to tackle my finances because they thought the forces that
suggested it was unprotected were greater, with an outcome that too many people
were taking part in practical jokes that affected it and I want the famous to
suffer for these results. It tells those lies endlessly that I moved into their
right hand and fingered their bums first and each time I cleared out moved into
mine to tell tales that I did not because I was afraid to, each time its bottom
hurts the way I like it however, its stupidities misses the point that I am
asking it not to govern me unless it wishes to complain about me and expect
Politicians to listen to its stupid feelings as well, when it does speak about
what I am afraid to do, I believe it was clear enough it needed to stay out of
mine and go for it whenever it thought its madness had arrived at the point –
they have read the birth signs well enough to have learned that a Libra would
protect his peace at any cost. The rest are always seen working the home
wrecker gimmicks that leaves them means to do stupid things with other peoples
lives to make their own money and have adopted a disposition where their famous
gits got to grab interest expressed by the public in my affairs and trash my
finances doing so, knowing well that what they took for private purposes was
public work and it will not stop unless it really did, especially when they
believed they possessed financial leverage to pretend they were incredibly
important and pay others as a method of getting out of what I had to do to
clear up the mess – so far the narcissism of withdrawing crime control
publicity that was designed to ensure people did the best work for their
careers and academic pursuits which I am now suffering for is producing only an
effect where they had already told so many lies that they were now lying to
themselves, after developing another tag for criminals they labelled people
born under dangerous birth dates that were more willing to serve them, whilst I
am paying the price as well, as per if I never created the crime control publicity
it would never have happened, hence the choice between keeping off my finances
especially when famous and a process where this serves as a beginning. The
point of these facts being the background to what is set as a statement that
assists me on confidence matters, that I am doing good work; I know I am as
this mentality of ripping up public affairs to make personal wealth is being
shared by Politicians who think tax money should be handed to them, the
businesses that did would end up in a country where infrastructure was not fit
for purpose and the government will begin a process of rebuilding that will
involve taxing them without accountability, but before then the Politicians who
came up with the idea would be wealthy people – a conversation that has been
entertained before, that the wealthy were taxed more because more people made
use of infrastructure which supported their businesses and workers were taxed
on the basis of income – that businesses came to the UK because of these infrastructures,
including a welfare state that keeps the poor, destitute and homeless out of
their way, in order to access bigger markets overseas but these kinds of
activities ensure we ended up with a situation where a bunch of people achieved
a result where between 20% and 10% of the products were we legitimately selling
on the high streets were stolen, so we could not tell where people were coming
from and our bottom hurt all the time – likewise the biggest problem I now
faced was Celebrities, Media, corrupt private security and rogue landlords
attacking me for and my history of living on welfare, as a tool for being respectful of those who want to rule at my expense. I am told everything I have said here had gone to waste
which it had not – the issues addressed should clear up a stage where each celebrity
involvement with my affairs that detaches public interest from my Books, ended
up with an outcome where they acquired a habit which wrecked their finances. Alternatively,
they probably have a viable excuse, a good explanation for the fact I have
gotten out of bed everyday to face financial complications associated with
Books that their stupidities want to share whilst it is patented in my name, as
a theory that they were entitled to anything in this place. The question raised
at Government was as per the idea that I appeared to be vulnerable to
everything and I am not vulnerable to any of these gimmicks, just rogue
landlords and corrupt private security with a society of male idiots who
performed abusive gimmicks at my bedroom window, to the effect that I thought
clearing out the matters that got me dropping out of University would solve the
problem I faced, only to end up with a prepared career that was not free of
their abuses whilst they claimed their stupid society was a civil right but
somebody had to build a media presence for it, the same group of people who
built one to breach my patents and make money selling my market to big
businesses by pushing red buttons at production studio, then progressed to
attacking my social life because they needed to ensure they and their families
were friends with wealthy people they met in the course of their media jobs,
ended up attacking me over claims I had disrespected wealthy people they wanted
to befriend, ripping up everything around here. They do suggest I never speak
of the effects my Book produced which I have – we know the gimmick of men pouring
out of Europe to Hollywood to do something with my finances was initiated 7
years ago and the Media presence built for the gits that watched me on CCTV to
work me for taking candy from a baby abuses were given publicity by the
celebrities that saw them as means of accessing my career and therefore not
having to be nice to me as they put it provided them such publicity a year
later from 2016 when it began, we know that the private security gits that will
protect the famous people who grabbed my career got caught up with security
services since and it has been a wonder to many as to how I did it, whilst
their greed leads them in everything and their stupidities were born on birth
dates that made them people I should be afraid of, to which effect I had
decided they can never do enough to satisfy me, having torn down my assets to
fight some communists and get me doing the bidding of their famous gits. Ee
have been here before, the first time around they complained that I protected
my career from their up, down round and round gimmicks that industry which
ensured careers they could not make money from did not mean anything to anybody
no matter what the owners did with it, complained I pursued them to their holiday
destinations, this time it seems I had written a Book that tackled the abusive
people who lived in those destinations but they wanted my profile as a tool for
fame self-reinvention and since our clash those character had gotten out of
hand, whilst they decided they wanted to spend my work to get them under
control and if I did that myself, there would be an issue over certainty of
power, when I had not killed its famous stupidities yet. This is all a product
of hanging about at a Royal Office with a thought process to do something about
a public image, whilst the Office already came with one, I don’t, they have
simply put it up in my mind that I am likely to be royalty when they permitted
it, I am now set to play up both sides, where it keeps away from my Books and
restricts its comments to its career or it will have more to complain about –
nothing has been spared, not even the choice of where I bought my supplies
considering the tendency for somebody to say that my influence did something
and they harmed others because of me or security services finding and meeting
friends overseas that they can work with, it has been dismantled to facilitate
their popularity supported by German and Italian twats that will protect them
from those whose careers they had stolen. We know where it is going i.e. if it
applies that I am incapable of working crime control publicity without
involving the famous, these fools are not the only famous persons on the planet,
therefore need to stop handling my public image and assets.

APPLICABLE GOVERNMENTAL

They do claim that the source of all my problems but they
are not – it is the same story from 20 years ago of a bunch of idiots picking
up a safe distance from which to make money building up resistance to my career
success, the question is whilst they kept their matrimony, finances and careers,
everything I have done to prevent their distraction moving me away from my
career activities had failed, with some significant failures attached, if it is
to be taken seriously when their stupidities complained about my responses too.
It is the one thing as per when people say I know what it is and should take
strong measures, the one thing about fantasies a bunch of people so stupid that
the only way to make them behave if they had an unusual interest in others was
to do harm to them, in my case, with respect to some need to build up a sense
that there was something I am supposed to do for them and develop it into a
social activity that people could join in on, needs to be shut down if it is
being built by idiots who complained that their society was infested with
racism. The American part was a two sides story where the blacks had chosen
people they wanted to bully because of their history of slavery and the whites
majored in being Politicians that were incredibly good at looking for trouble,
so the resistance other people built into my career with social activities was
the main stage for their practical jokes which have eventually caught up with
my financial wellbeing. These are people who are buying products at the market
as though I ought to lose something important because they had and it is not
being stopped whilst it actually should, I do not think they had any right to
interfere with my client interests like we see them do; when it does not think
my Books makes sense, it simply needs to buy something else. Here it is said
that I know of all these but allowed the career vandalism to catch up with me but
it has not; all of the problem here are created by a bunch of gits at the local
council who had kicked up a fuss about their get you stuck unemployment welfare
gimmicks, do not wish to pay up anymore, claims I am too old but continued to
cling to the Bookshop and secure privileges for its idiots concerning whom I
really needed to get it out of my head that I am not supposed to do them harm,
who had gone on to fight some communists on my behalf. It is all a bunch of
incredibly stupid ageist pricks who only tend to find out they are not in
charge and do not know what they are doing when they were either criminal
feminists or a bunch of male fools complaining about women – until then it
seemed that they were the people facing difficulty when I still see the activities
that were performed to get me dropping out of University so they might work
middle management stupidities hanging about in forums to teach people how to
get rich handling my public life through a pyramid scheme, showing up at
University to fight for the interests of younger people at my expense until I
dropped out, so it seems that when I again attend an academic institution at
this stage, it was never clear how old exactly they believed I should have been
to stay out altogether but it is one of those matters about which I ought to
take up enough action to ensure they understood it was none of their business.
Like I do consider that perhaps it was a good thing they made something of
themselves as middle management goons but it never is as they had decided the
route to riches was to set up employment roles for people and run people down
through it to befriend the famous and other industrial twats, so they had to
devise a backup plan for the way that security services communicated, concerning
which we know even know that we have not found an original motivation was such
widespread destruction over simple selfishness and greed. It has done another
one after I had it all sorted out, turned up here to ensure what I did for the
career was all counter productive and that I was being bullied into picking up
myself from being other peoples door mat with a big mouth – so it needs to be clear
on my part as well that when their stupidities were fed up paying up the
welfare, they needed to tell their street idiots to stay off my Bookshop, just
as much as their male society and local council stupidities would have done the
same or we will end up with a clash that featured their idiots that were born
on dangerous birth dates issues with the local council as a centre piece and
people getting rid of the mentality that it is not right to do harm to them, as
it seems that such an atmosphere was the only one where they got to keep their
imagination away from peoples body parts - that said, there is still outstanding the fact that when they linked up with another group of idiots raising money in a co-operative to buy shares with companies I involved myself with in order to handle me and continue stifling my Bookshop, so each time people engaged what people saw and engaged with was to do with what their stupidities thought of me and not my work or my Book, Celebrities and Media were the other scum working at the heart of such outcomes and these are the people who need to feel me next, just as much as the other society gits did, so an idiot may show up to stop me and complain about failing to control their gimmicks later on too - their entire lives seemed to have been built around abusive activity and insults, claiming a social activity had provided them a full proof protection from a blow back.

ROYAL HOUSE RULES

They insinuate that I had difficulty getting along with
compliments and flattery which is utter nonsense, what happens is that engaged
with the private security industry, I can no longer access the work history
because they were borrowing it, not the first time they have converted my work
action into something abusive beyond imagination which serves their needs because
they possessed media presence to play with but this had come to light because I
wanted to make it the last. Everywhere I went and in everything I did, there
was the need to factorise and understand what I am saying or doing in terms of
private security industry narcissism, it never stops and there is always a way
to explain the effects as something concerning which I solely was responsible
due to the media presence they played with, until it really does, so each time
an idiot raises money to progress from bullying people to befriend the wealthy
and claiming security services were provocative, in order to get around with
companies I associated myself with in a bid to handle me, their famous
activities were responsible and they were not reading or paying for any Books
at the shop for it either, not paying any of my bills for that matter. Same as
their friends at the local council who decided I should be bullied into making
something of myself, so whenever I did what I did was counterproductive because
it was stolen, now the same wants to back out of paying welfare whilst it does
not wish to get its society fools away from my social life and my Bookshop all
together. It eventually arrives at this question of what I did to gain respect
on account I had posed a threat to others, which is not the case at all – I do
not care what people think and it serves me well, like the many examples but
the one I really wish to mention was to do with security industry work which
served people only to have my career trashed by those it served in order to be
told what they would really love to feel safe from and what they wanted to feel
safe from did not make any sense – it is not really a problem to care only
about the self as such when it transpires this behaviour is meant to set a
stage for them to befriend the wealthy for wealth sharing and leave you the
task of doing a sustainable economic activity, however exacerbating security problems
whilst clinging to the career of somebody who did the security work that you
claim was inadequate by getting in league with criminals and building them a
Media presence really is a problem – for me personally, it seemed that
everywhere I went and in everything I did, it followed me around to ensure my
place at work, with people I had familiarised with was a matter of security industry
narcissism that will serve its purpose, then claims that other people enjoying
their own privileges at Government were the people working against its famous
stupidities to ensure it did not wreck my life completely and we know it is the
same Media and Celebrity who need to grab peoples career and acquire security
from people victims are supposed to be afraid of, first time around which I got
those people to follow them everywhere, share in the knowledge of where their
families took the holidays and various other personal life matters, this time I
think it had abusively repeated itself well enough for me to do something
comprehensive.


The suggestion there was nothing I could do either way is
nothing unusual but this is an example of an instance where it would make sense
to say that another mention of it whilst I had to deal with the poor book sales
numbers their abuses caused, will either get them to put the well off
neighbourhood on the spotlight and prove themselves within a deadline or I will
put it on the spotlight on their behalf, so they might prove themselves either
way. It speaks of people who fight my battles all the time naturally and this
is an example of instances where the myth will be busted considering that security
services leadership earned the same as their local MPs and anybody could put
the mind to the kind of work people in that income bracket did, therefore the
fantasy character that fought my wars to allow them show up on media, trash my
finances and talk nonsense at me did not exist i.e. there is a sense in my own mind,
the contribution I am making to this nonsense, that I am not supposed to cause
them harm and I am about to get rid of it, seems to be my job to establish
reality. What I have permitted here is a gimmick where my career is good and
people could say that there was possibility of somebody doing the same for the
wrong reasons which casts areas of my public image in unsavoury environments to
facilitate show business, leaving them to make money in a way that makes me
feel sick to my stomach and get off trashing my finances to show that the money
provided them power – another thing I have permitted here is the means to get
off making me a character people bullied to befriend the wealthy – so when it
complains that the way I respond hurts its tummy as well, I am not asking it to
look back at the choppy work history that its unusual interest in me had
created for me, everybody knows if half the time to be spent in the work
environment was spent on such nonsense, the history that such a person in the
position will have created would be one that made people feel sick, all the way
to the tax man, I am not asking them to get involved with my work history
either and nobody else is – the stupidities at my expense has to end, it needs
to show up here because it is interested in a Bookshop and nothing else. Not
least I need this done in terms of recovering my network; it was meant to have
been a cluster of women who did something with my affairs that a mistress would
have done, to make a living and allow me some protection from these madness, it
seems now that I am protected from nothing because it was full of incredibly
stupid Americans and famous idiots, so I will first before I got to the part
where I wanted their well off neighbourhoods to keep out of my affairs and
cease picking up my assets and derivates, try the option of whether they will
hand back my Bookshop market and public image profile, from the well off
neighbourhoods they are always seen on the phone to somebody that helped them
make money they could not account for – it however should have been a matter of
having mistresses that became mistresses as a direct measure associated with
running the Bookshop itself and what I have currently is becoming irrelevant to
me with the state of my finances to show for it – here it is said that I
brought it upon myself which is also utter nonsense as the original result was
that they showed up here with ideas about what I am meant to do for them and I
got them doing things for me slavishly as well, it appeared the only people
willing to pay for the abusive method of involving themselves with my Royal
personal and social life were a bunch of rich idiots who liked to see me dance
around my pain, hence the problem was a self-resolving until the King decided they
were fighting my wars because I am too much of a coward to do it myself and
they were now off to add a need to tell security services whom to serve on the
basis of the cars and houses they owned, whilst finding the best ways they want
to serve those who wanted to rule, with my public image as a tool that allowed
them appear to have adopted a state of mind which suggest they knew what
respect and could therefore give it.

They tell tales that I am in a enemy of my enemy is my
friend arrangement with the communists, of which the last time we checked, was
not what the communists told them about me anyway – mostly however was
completely irrelevant as the main problem is that they did not get to stall my
career and finances for the pleasure of getting to tell me what to do and did
not get to tell me what to do all together anyway, alternatively continue to
risk it even when I had taken up the business of getting involved with
communists to tell me what to do and run it for them properly. It is abusive of
my person everyday like something that would love to get into a difficult
situation should I get it out of my head, that I should not be acting in a way
which caused them harm, then it speaks of the way I handled its gimmicks whilst
we know it was not public leadership, professional leadership, interest groups
or even its famous idiots that got all over peoples social lives with immoral
society so others were never allowed to smell nice, they were just a bunch of
abusive society gits following me around to rip up a career and finances and
then following me around to keep up a history of having done it. The reality
was quite clear that if it was so important to keep their jobs and careers, if
it was the case that we never got to see the wickedness of their famous gits
until such a time as famous people wanted something and felt that somebody
thought they should not have it, why do the gimmicks and abuses and practical
jokes from them always likely to target other people’s livelihoods and finances?
Needs to make the comments about its own job, career, and livelihood, speaking
of what happens at the Monarchy will not suffice, last we checked a group of
goons with ambitions that only worked if I was trapped thought they were
magicians at the Monarchy, but I fail to see what it had to do with them all
together. If all their practical jokes were played up in a way that had nothing
to do with pushing me around and ordering my steps and they were not
interfering with my livelihood, we can already see as I speak of it, there
would be no problems at all. They do suggest that they were more successful
than I am and should have the privilege to dominate me which does not make any
sense as what has really happened is a need to abuse an Arch Prince to such an
extent they were the people who were financially successful, thus the problem
became that they had created an environment that was not conducive for
successful people and people who had gained good social standing – it is not
that I cannot spend time passing insults at them and running them down as well,
just that the one item is outstanding that if they did me and I did them, they would
handle my concerns to solve financial problems whilst I would have lost
everything, it obviously does not tell them where their social standing was
located. The society trouble makers claim I never came through on what I had
done to harm them and they did not know how to approach the effects of my
actions whilst we know it tears up academic pursuits and follows me around to
keep up the effects for a decade, my response to the way my time had been spent
produced an outcome where they had to spend the savings to build new social
lives in order to carry on, which I could easily perceive as a new way to
stimulate economic growth or recovery, if the continued abuse of my person,
property and finances continued to build up enough frustration for it. I have A
Royal Commission and its purpose is to inspire the public to achieve, I have
been doing that, getting involved with systems of economic growth but now we
faced new problems, such as the question of whether employers being incompetent
to look forward to Celebrities buying up business and industrial systems,
should be done at the expense of individual workers, whilst I needed to be free
of their gimmicks by shutting down the way I worked and yet everybody knows
that any alternative way of getting it done will never produce the kinds of
results that were currently being produced, whilst each time I worked it, I had
a famous git take advantage and leave me with nothing, it needs to stop
handling me, not assume that complaining of what communists think of me will
allow me make good of the gimmicks it performs at my expense. They have had it
so well worked out that they had even made their own statement about the way security
services communicated, apparently, it provoked them but I do not think they
were ready for any instances I decided the need to abuse my career and finances
to such an extent that the will of an idiot who gathered celebrity money to buy
companies I got involved with in a bid to control me, producing an outcome
where I burned their show business, could be helped. The claim that I did not
have any real power was much the same – they were in love with economic abuse
and when they had not seem me play my hand on such issues yet, I had no power
and it was fun to say so, the rest of us simply wish to get on whilst they ran
off gimmicks that distracted people from the daily affairs to such an extent
they ended up making money from doing so, it is the same thing as it ever were,
the same pattern where it became obvious eventually that being rude to people
made bad customer service and bad customer service costs and lost money, so
they needed my personal and social life to create a sense that they were capable
of being nice, have not yet made enough wealth to dominate people as such, I
have only delayed the time it took for them to make such wealth that they
became impatient enough to reveal their true self.

The point is then raised as though others did not possess
the intelligence to engage in conversations about it, over claims that my actions
and activities encouraged an environment in which people were randomly blamed
for the personal decisions other people made – reality however is that my
personal decisions had nothing to do with them first of all and an average
worker on minimum wage will lose their classic £3,500 to £2,000 savings, every
year lived on state welfare, just so that they may have their fun. For me, it
should have been a matter of working assets, equity, and intellectual property administration
with companies, to sell Books to the public and for the comments made about my
career instead of their own, I did not see that I wrote Books that were
patented to their names in this place.
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                            Welcome to the Tunnel Light Books and Holdings Firm and Associate Corporations out of reach Property Inventory. For brokering firm Equities that are created from a process of property in action recovered from third parties that hurt themselves with deviance and plan to get rich from it as well as the same time. One is here not in any way suggesting that these property have become intangible but they always seem like they are impossible to recover or reinstate, in fact the entire function of normalcy depends on an ability to recover them and hence the service provided because it is possible for the Firm to do so. Reasons are that it is not surprising it appears to those who carry out the behaviour that creates such needs to be a lot of fun when there is not much anybody can do about the destruction and the familiarity that brings them about, it tends to apply that only freedom fools do not know that this will be the eventual outcome, with their own version which has a culture name known as ('Pimping' - which one properly vilifies) it is the reason Politicians like those very much as well. So doesn't HH have some thing nice to say to people? Like their insults normally go? Of course he does but these goons who hang about him to figure out how to do horrible things and get away with it cannot be caught dead hearing any of it either. Their girls claim One to have a problem with feminism when they are just a collection of badly behaved fools who think they can scare everybody with their men, not to mention thinking they can make themselves a part of HH Court - Working and Royal at will or that when there is rebellion in it due to a process of One falling out of fashion or trend which is then something they can cause and something they can use and that is if they are not very busy telling people they meet with media who are friends they are badly behaved about which HH has made it clear the problem they have with skin colour issues and age range issues with respect to him should indicate they need to move on, certainly not continue with their men and boys treating him like a priest who established a church but cannot control what happens in it, executed finally with getting off on public TV to expect successful perversions of wickedness and others to walk into their shows and be polite to them, while they do set out to do One's job to earn money because they do not like their own anymore, leaving him penniless and never putting and end to the boasts of the destruction their stupidities can bring because it comes from such a low point in the general operation of living itself, boasting all over the place but above all find it funny as well and have their insolent eyes fixed on HH public work all the time about which they will not rest until they had spent all of it and their women like to make so much noise about HH envy when their children have actually worked so hard on his property to make themselves rich and it is the reason he wants to shut down their TV show money with which they do access to his Empire trust with made up facts or destroy it when they cannot do so with the same made up facts, with which to handle Ones public work even further to get rich, ripping security matters to pieces and telling making bully claims of risks of his envy over the fame of their foolish children who are clearly so stupid they happen to have worked so hard for it and deserve their success thereof which is not another persons property rather. Contrary to Popular claims, One has never before been envious of any light weight shallow fool who is rich and famous because of their success - the problem is that they continue to find money to cash into his Royal Office Property and public work and continue  to extract millions from my Equities held in trust by Companies that HH brokers them with all over the world and when they do, get around mocking and abusing him as well and cannot leave people alone especially when they are doing fame and fortune within the process of their vandalism. What One is meant to do with the Equities, is raise funds and buy shares with the Companies or indeed get into the Stock Market all together if I need a wider range, where the Company Books are the means to providing market services to do so, there had therefore been in no way a set out a means that suggests that He is not making use of them or that somebody else can cash in - never a suggestion that people can or signing a contract to that effect. It comes down in the end therefore to the issue of dealing with Middle Class and Lower Class goons; where the Middle Class always tend to have this life where they are so rich and privileged that they are detached from problems and hence need to be homosexuals and problem creators in order to have some problem to solve and therefore have some wholesomeness, the Lower Class on the other hand always feel that they own the land and the Country and so on and what The Arch Prince has done about them which they complain about all over world for now is only to deter them which does not seem to work; so it is fair to mention that if the attitude of cashing into One's property (and especially accompanied with civil rights idiots leading groups and talking nonsense about how he does peoples stuff for them and pretend it is a viable way of making a living and needs to know the problems as well in the most violent way imaginable and any truth and fact must be over come with the need for him to do violent things to protect people, especially when fans, which are usually Media fans throw up questions as to why they think it is okay to believe that every platform of publicity is designed to ensure they can attack him and abuse him and destroy his property as well, which then creates a real need for revenge because it never stops especially for the girls) and also followed by foolish men who tell people that they think making money is difficult but do not know how easy it is, which is then information they have got to share, does not come to an end, it will go horribly wrong. The Middle classes and being so privileged they are detached from problems and need to make up some of those to have a wholesomeness and the lower classes with their sense that they own the land and the country and what has happened between them and HH is an example of the fact that it needs to stop and very soon or it will blow up. They do mention these are things they do due to their sense of what is the collective and how it must be handled but it is not the first time that the attitude of some were made to get rich and others to fight for everybody else has become a main issue - the first occasion was over the Arch Prince's Christian faith all together. Reality that should be noted is that all companies that are involved with this firm at the Empire Trust and its Intellectual space or Royal Estate or any brokered Property Equity have paid for having the brokerages they have acquired - They had done so via property equity publicity that they have set out for this firm and the CEO in that course, although this is the last fact that media trouble makers would rather was obvious hence. This great idea that when Politicians lead strange charges in the UK it affects me is one that will never make sense too – I mean if I grade the issue its a simple case of priorities going to those who pay most for my products and then those who pay their share and then those who use the freebies and then the allies and then he associates and so on and when finished with that do we pay attention to the trouble makers and we know the most notorious to be the Politicians because they can ask can entire population to pillage your livelihood at any point depending on how they feel and whether or not they think it is a sacrifice they deserve to force you to make because they have a need to satisfy a power dare – so you do not make exceptions for politicians over anything whatsoever. I mean my actions may be blamed today but before then, it was largely about how I will lose my royal estate on one hand and then people will wait for me at the global markets to confiscate anything else I may do for a living and in order for that to be possible I must not be allowed to have a livelihood in the first place and it keeps taking a new turn, offering very insulting ultimatums all the time that I have also told them I find really hard to tolerate and we are not even talking about wealth distribution as at yet.
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CORPORATIONS AT THE FIRM  


    


 COMPANY EQUITIES AT GLOBAL PRODUCTS INDUSTRY


These are Security intensive Equities that Corporations that broker
Equities with the Arch Price bid for, the updates encompass the entire
inventory but very important and high end product companies have put in a bid
for specific areas and it is important enough to them to be seen all over their
Advertisements through which they put in their bids, hence not just an ordinary
set of assets for the Company, it is one of the most important areas of
operation. There are really no actual regular books on sale at the Firm, only packaged
Equities in Book titles. With respect to the matter of international Media and Properties in action
through them, it may be easier to say insecurities come from silly men who work
on media for the purpose of fighting older women for men they know of a
certainty are not homosexual because they are idiots that are also violent or
that in more detail, for most of the time it tends to appear that we want to
accomplish much by having conversations with grown up idiots. The black ones
love to claim they are my parents and relatives which is an insult they will
not give up to for self improvement with squandering all I own, in a campaign
of seeking self improvement for themselves and their stupid Politics and they
also like to claim thereof that I have lots of empathy and so while some people
are good orators, they have little empathy, while some have empathy they are
not good orators but I have all those things I it needs to be deployed by them
in the interest of everybody with their golliwog mouth that has never had any
respect for anybody and cannot see it is becoming a bigger problem. What it
really means therefore is the usual i.e. that they have saved up their own
stupid lives somewhere, in order to get off on media and have conversations
about the problems that other people have, so that when I say anything truthful
about those matters, it turns out my conversations are worth interfering with
and interrupting as they become really confused on the basis I can get beaten
up by them and need to fear them and therefore have empathy and that it needs
to be used, which they want to get on their stupid media to do all the time as
well.  I gathered the process was to settle a condition where they acquire
more social dispositions of privilege for those their stupid lives. The insults
that I have empathy on the other hand bearing in mind I will not tolerate it
nor will they see me in their low life communities asking for any respect,
which is why I live the way I do, I have warned about that before anyway. For
it stems from an abuse of the Christian who believes in an omnipresent God and
the insults of getting me to react to get things done and the management of my
temperaments with their insults and filthy culture that pretends to be violent
but does nothing all the time is that nothing I say and or write is worth
considering in detail, which costs my earnings. I say nothing about this matter
for most of the time because it only means that their wickedness had lost all
its abilities and now exists as media current expensive stupidities that offer
them financial power over me and is therefore the kind of things that end
really badly before it ceases to be funny and thereby stops as well. I am not
saying it is a serious problem; the wickedness is not so wicked these days
anymore, only exists as media current expensive stupidities that seeks access
to my property earnings and savings to squander in order to show its followers
it has got it when it has not, so we have entered into stage two of whatever
their problem seems to be and insults hope to accomplish i.e. nothing I say and
or write is being considered in any detail because they want to see me react to
things and want to recruit the world to view me in that light as well with a
big mouth on account I am a Christian who believes in God. I bet stage three
will be about violence and abuse on me to make me react which is better than
this idea that exists to suggest their wickedness has no power or means, hence
better that and build to it up on media to get rich, as though it is their own
bodies and like I always mention, with that big mouth, than just leave me alone
and get lost. It seems I have not yet kicked them hard enough over the matter -
I mean I don’t invent these things anyway. They claim they find out lots of
things and it is how they will find out what they need to do to harm me and to
do things to me that will make me squirm like the hated baby they have handled
with a big mouth but of course in actual fact they are always doing everything
they need to do about which they have conversations about others all the time
on the platform of their insolent covetousness, especially the American ones
and with that expect to just get off and peel their person off themselves like
it was an old snake skin and then grow a new one based on what other people are
or already are to be more precise. So the question with respect to all those
stupid arguments that everybody knows is a game plan but like to listen to, in
order to regard it with its merit, which I have to listen to all the time
because they are made with media and on the basis of addressing people in their
absence as insolently as possible to make them answer to issues even when they
are not around which is how my property is used for all kinds of defiling
activities, is or else what? Of course it is the power of squander as it were
and if they do not squander it the owner will get beaten up which some people
have come to realise is what the White House in the US should be used for. 


On 13/11/12 Terrorism and the typical obsession with the means to
attention and fame that it offers threw up an interesting outcome here in the
UK with respect to Abu Qatada, I have no idea why it is so difficult for the
British Administration to see the Jordanians are doing them a favour i.e.
evidence obtained by torture may be admissible in Jordan but it is not in the
UK and if they go along with the demands of UK Politicians they will end up
being responsible for creating a bigger problem for the UK and for themselves,
so it is simply better to do what the big guys want. Its the same old issue
about why I loose my temper over those kinds of behaviours, you really do wish
that this kind of narrow minded thinking would be applicable to when they
handle public finances and property i.e. I drive a Jaguar and a Banker an Aston
Martin but I am the Prime Minister and you cannot top that, instead their mind
is as broad as hell i.e. I can drive an Aston Martin as well if I want to which
we all know is not legally possible with a Prime Ministers job. However when it
comes to handling human beings, their minds become so narrow and so rigid it is
alarming i.e. unless Abu Qatada who is a menace but not a criminal is deported
to Jordan, there is no other way in which he can be handled by the entire
British Government. They speak of their behaviour due to this stupid, insolent
and abusive civil rights people but in actual fact they all do it – they all
are crazy about that their stupid violent wickedness and feel like doing it to
people 24/7, they all are seriously lazy and want other peoples income all the
time and they all are crazy about sending others on errands that are dangerous
which they know they are forcing on them and it is a perpetual honeymoon
between them and oppression which they believe they can practice on absolutely
anybody of their choice as well, so if this includes Abu Qatada, it is never
exactly clear why they believe that the foreign Policy of the Nation is the
only way to sort it out, bearing in mind with respect to me for example they
love to expose things about my personal life that every stupid little witch
that climbs on television to seek the income of important people wants to
deploy her local community scum that she shares her spoils with in deprived
places around the world where she gets her power, to acquire it; even then I
still do not think of the National foreign and diplomatic front as a means by
which I should solve my problems but the way I handle it has simply increased
my holding of Government and administrative trust. This whole thing about civil
rights abuses and insults and violence is largely in itself with respect to me
a matter of people deep lack of respect for me that I will not chase them
around for on one hand and on the other the things very lazy people do about
themselves, especially the women i.e. in order to escape a process where the
men tie them to providing for everybody while the men put their feet up the
women have to be careful about the way they handle child rearing since by law
parental responsibility largely falls on the women for the first 12 years of
the child’s life but of course it also means I am their hate figure with the
help of their politicians as well, culminating in the existence of a group of
really useless people who see that their lives does not work like somebody
else’s does and set out to comprehensively wreck the persons life. I have not
said I am innocent in the matter, clearly they think my relationship with my
Court has more to do with how what is good for one person is good for another,
regardless of the fact it is a personal relationship between journalists and a
Prince while they can enjoy their journalistic freedoms somewhere else without
bothering me on the other hand, so we have this process of a daily wrestle with
what they do  because they know where my books are and hate people
like me and I want the world to feel me hunt them right down to the
entertainment and tourism industry, so I am aware I am not innocent in the
matter and those their stupid lives before it became all about getting on my
television screen to pass their stupid insults in my direction was a lot better
than it is now in their opinion.


BUSINESS COMMUNITY SOCIAL VIOLENCE 


The central issue of course being that these guys are really
incompetent and have not got a clue what they are doing so they want to
threaten me into doing things that they get the fame for, thus their entire
lives is one huge big massive career piracy and the reason for this is years of
letting idiots into matters of government to do what they like so that another
group of idiots can get off and oppose them and then we can be asked to choose
by vote who leads, hence we end up with the most stupid leaders imaginable. The
part that brings about the anger is of course that they are sharing with their
media idiots as well as though it is their own or indeed their own to share in
that manner. The part about whether I hate women does not come into it,
although if they want a conversation I should make clear the fact when women
are bullies they think skirts and blouses will hide such a fact and so it will
likely continue like that until somebody decides to get control back into his
life and then the result is likely murder, when at a dark street corner they
confront people they have bullied violently to a point of disillusion all day
and cannot bully any further. How do I know? I seem to have been the Christian
version of these individuals and therefore tend to think that they can get the
owner of the world if they have got one, to come round and tell me what to do
with respect to what they want which they will never get here to we can see how
it goes from there. I mean it is basically impossible to get a job and keep one
and we are not talking about the fact difficulty with getting jobs is veteran
lesbians at work looking for power, no I am actually here talking about how
5.30am and 10.30pm is the best time for your chest to feel like exploding,
reasons for this being that you are so beautiful they like to abuse you because
they are so ugly you can never win. I am not saying I am innocent in the matter
either because I find the process where they want to have sex with me to
insulting and so intimidating like their Politicians and businesses wreck my
finances to make me behave in a way they want for their fame which has moved
things away from economy to terrorism and blackmail, that I open up that their
heart and cunt but will find my penis in it somewhere in hell, better still no
penis wants to go into it either, so I open it and keep it open and just when
they think this is their worst nightmare we reach a point where they start to
hate me for my privileges because then I can always show them all the time
especially when they should be asleep that I am a writer and it is the best
time to work and that I enjoy to the most intense feelings of love an affection
imagination despite the opening of their hearts and cunts and keeping it open.
It is all to be placed on context when facts are considered that they feel like
that their violent wickedness and the forcing on people errands they have no
choice but attend which is dangerous for them, for what appears to be every
single second and that the so called evil business men are really the very
clever versions of the civil rights noughts and Royal idiots we see, complain
and talk about all the time, which should serve to explain why I am taking no
prisoners over the attitude towards my income and my books written from my half
monastery office by which it exists. 


MEDIA AND MISCELLANEOUS


Demagogues and deviance is all there is to it but in their case it must
cost people earnings and property on grounds of their opinion they must be
terribly lucky or else with a big mouth; clearly its the media that has
becoming the meaning of life as well for good measure, where they talk all
kinds of rubbish on grounds they feel they are there of somebody who had taken
their things, which is something I intend to crush totally as well as we are not
in any way equals as it were. Some might say capitalism and greed suggests it
is none of my business but clearly of which it is my life they want to live and
what they do must appear on media to affect an international sense of my
position and standing i.e. the realisation that my work depends on my ability
to ensure people do not get around copying me whenever they want globally,
hence the only thing that means it is a legitimate business and a government
office held - therefore very provocative but because few other people realise
it, they have set it out as a gamble on their way to wealth and glory and hence
the importance of media power and some form of democracy based political
rubbish for it too. This is something anybody who puts up with will want to
crush completely as well, especially when they below so much violent insults on
media and social media with pictures of their stupid faces appearing
everywhere.
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 EQUITY PROPERTY & TRUST SYSTEMS 
Much the same like the Women that are tied to me as a person
these companies are tied to this Firm and there is an exchange of holdings to
that effect which allows a process where they do not trade or conduct
advertisement or conduct operations or make products unless they do it for me
and again it is for me and not other people and to this I must respond since it
is how I earn a living as well and the only way by which it works too. The main
facts to remember is that contrary to popular claims, I loathe women because of
the number of things they are used for, the fact some of them chase people
around to abuse them in a sexual context without even having a shave or a wax
and do so with a certain confidence that men would normally always want to have
sex with their worthless selves and the fact I do not want them getting
involved with me to clean the dishes when people are done is very clear with
respect to what my appreciation of women is and what my equities and securities
and temperamental colours which companies do express by their products, that I
am not talking about prostitutes thinking it is up to them to re-balance power
in society or indeed women acting like whors in that capacity, that is way too
low for me and I am not of the left hand side and do not appreciate all those
wickedness and Godlessness that likes to stir up violence so they can handle
people and handle their property and manipulate them to get rich, then talk
nonsense about extremism and all kinds of lies they have made up with media to
do whatever they want with and if all these people and the extremists as may
apply stay out of my Empire Trust systems and property and do not vandalise the
appearance equities of products made from Equity brokerage with this Company
then there is nothing to be worried about - these behaviour of destruction here
are things that One is completely fed up with at this stage. The feel,
temperaments, appearance and aesthetics of a product made from equity brokerage
with me should never be altered by anybody who has not the permission to do so
- it is property equity destruction and the property does belong to another
person - this is the reality. 


On this occasion the issue of inability to tolerate men
shifts not just to the fact my friends do treat me like I was a parent and
there is not anything they have which I have not and anything they know which I
do not know but also to the case of my actions working to sabotage my own
security by doing the job that others should be doing to serve me. Naturally of
which I can only repeat the fact they never listen.


 BASHING BIG BUSINESS 


We hear this talk of people bashing big business of course;
it has no link with reality whatsoever – reality of which is that first of all
I want to control everything that happens with my books and between me and my
customers, want my stupid parents and their Politicians to keep away and the
media and the businesses as well. The practical side of that with respect to
bashing big business is an old story in that Mr CEO of large global company
really enjoys his destructive personality competition with me and they enjoys
it especially so because it means that even the pesky members of the family of
his junior managers can get to play games and bottom out my finances for the
sake of it then show off and piss me off with popular culture as well. It is
never clear why people would behave in such ways when they are so rich in the
first place but the big conundrum is that of how they expect me to tolerate it
because of the cost of the cars they drive and the homes they live in for
example and we are talking about damage to an empire here first of all and
secondly the fact the entire world knows of this empire and the fact that it
does belong to me, so it never makes sense why they expect tolerance for any of
it. I want the Politicians and media and businesses to stay off my book sales
while I determine what I do with it regarding the customers and that is the
only issue here, considering which the problem persists in the sense that some
of them have now bought shares with other peoples companies and thus delegated
the difficult task of running a business which not only means that their money
works for them not the other way around first of all but also that they have so
much time on their hands and that means I get to live a nightmare in their
view  yap ,yap, yapping – result being that they want to do things with my
sexual needs all the time and even have pornography they create to that effect
and I have seen some of them and it is really violent towards me and the profit
margins of my company because it is how they like it. On the part politicians
play on the matter issuing demagogues all over the place to help them, we have
recently ended up with a case of shut down of the US Government and it was
mentioned that the founding reasons can income ways be traced to a contribution
of mine; but of course I have continued to reiterate I am a statesman and this
process where peoples insult can affect your finances is something that can
happen to anybody depending on time and place and age when you got your
official commission and therefore things people feel they cannot put an end to
following you around to perform where you are due to familiarity based insults
they claim is some kind of culture that gives them power over those that are
weaker than they are  - after years of insulting you to desperation and
tiredness of course helped by their Politicians, whom I do wonder what they
suppose they are doing anyway, wonder if they think these fools care about them
or care about the Country, when in actual fact they are supposed to find them a
fight that goes deep enough to run in their blood over the values of the
Country or indeed settle for the liberal idea of being more consultative of the
general public so all they do becomes a matter of opinion and nothing more notwithstanding
of which I am a typical example of the fact they will stage a war on normalcy
in a heartbeat, to ensure they turn up on that media to squeal all the time on
the basis that racism for example is bad and illegal but they are just as
twisted and evil and violent and cannot stop touching and handling people
violently like the racists. That said, the claim of support for big businesses that want me to save and maintain security at the city centre with my own Royal Property that is then made available for everybody to do whatever they like with is based on a delusion - they have respect for nothing and have none for my earnings either and their entire lives especially that of their stupid violent women that want some of mine all the time is based on intrusion and insults that become the answer to everything while stifling my income and suffocating me and they will find no other way of making money at present either.
So there is the age old story of how I never address the
fact I run a campaign of verbal abuse which when black women who don’t like it
and think I am an appalling idiot chase it up I will end up in prison; I
wouldn’t know anyway since it does not add up how a normal person would have
thought that a campaign of verbal abuse would resolve a process where people
follow him around being a menace and a nuisance, in order to create the British
government staffing based problems that they make out is all possible on
account that I exist to punish me for not doing their bidding the eternal
insults. At this point linking themselves with me by a skin colour I share with
them has a resulted in building an empire in which the money has ended up
somewhere in context and it is an unprecedented level of abuse which is hard to
see how it then got to make me the shrew in the matter all together. That said
I think the problem with these women is that people never get to pay attention
according to my recent behaviour and activities as per how far I will be
willing to go on their case – so I will keep to the usual advise that is
supposed to fill in that gap whereby they believe they are unaware of the
effects of their activities and therefore need more information, with the usual
fact on the ground i.e. I don’t want to know, they need to get off my Books and
clear my space – I am perfectly aware the situation improves when I say nothing
and that is why I say something to show what I am capable of too. The reasons
it happens are clear i.e. that their behaviour means each time I am organised
for my concerns it gets disrupted when idiots I have never met are able to tell
me to get out of their House, the reason they do it is because it means freedom
and democracy if the world is an evil place an religious persons are being
persecuted – so that if the devil wants anything done these days women are to
do it making evil prerogatives that can be sold to twisted industry scum, the
reasons they do it is because of their laziness and the need to secure a man
they can bully but at the same time has the strength of a man to do their
problems for them, the reason they do it is because it is competitive of which
by the way I am winning and the US cannot help them. I have simply decided not
to tolerate it in my generation because there is no way that it can be
justified a process of disrupting my concerns in such ways on a daily basis by
being set up for a process where women can walk up to me on the streets and
tell me to get out of their House and I will cut up any of that International
community nonsense along with it as well the competition which I am currently
winning thereof. I created this Intellectual properly emporium and Empire
Equity space to allow me and my equity associates all over the world to think
and to develop products – apparently when we do what we do and become good at
it we get their attention, when we become aesthetically proficient, we have
stolen women’s beauty and need to hand it back and I did not create it for
their convenience and will sell any part of that stupid culture that I have not
already sold yet so far, all they need to do is get on the fucking temper like
they normally do and then let me see any of it too. As for the bit where I am
being protected while I think I am big enough – it is when I crack down on
those that are a threat to me so they can stop protecting me that this matter
will become a lot more real to them than it is at present but so far I will
tolerate none of it from clubbing and partying to International community
corridors – they need to go to hell and clear my space and I have a problem
with my temper especially concerning these stupid evil women of freedom and it
will become more obvious when I start to have a publicly obvious career for it
as well if that does not happen and happen really soon as well the nepotism
that is good for their health and well being and a big mouth to show for it
issuing threats at me all the time. They say I am now the biggest ally of men
but we all know that when it comes to society, it is usually sweet to extricate
power from abusing and bullying a religious person, trapping me and issuing
statements about the things that would not happen in neighbourhoods if I had
provided leadership on it, in order to push me closer to gangs, pretending men
do not live in those neighbourhoods and people do not live in it. I understand
they want the freedoms they used to have in the 80s, so am I aware of the
devastating consequences of children having less civil rights than their
parents did which is what I have created but it has to be seen the two reasons
for it of which in terms of the former is a case of spending time and money to
get organised, so that when I step out of my house they can tell me I need to
get out of theirs and run it for eternity day after day and in terms of the
latter is a condition where I had become one of the best the Country has
produced in the world, so they just breed their children to become a
competition.
So there is the big question of why Women like to target me in particular but we all know it is because they are evil and the whole game of stealing all I do from a secrete culture where they were planning all I know all along which I got involved with to steal it as such had to cease to be amusing - but above all, the only way the girl who spent her time thinking about where Teachers anus and penis is while everybody else was studying, can make money from my property and public life and abuse me for conveniences supported by her Politicians and Her Community is when she is now 60 years old and has a civil rights and a connection to Britain like the White person does; so every bullying from them results in a vengeance where they are detached from any British identity they have but even with consequences that heavy and the complains we have to listen to about my activities, they are still doing it anyway - this is why they target me all the time.Hence my Business provokes them because it is Intellectual Property Administration and there is always an aspect of it that has to remain in a perpetual state of in-completion; in case they mess with brand and property of an associate and I am drafted in to take care of it and do the neighbourhoods as well - these stupidities of theirs as we all know gets worse and worse with every generation; its just that when I do, peoples grand Mothers cannot sleep for weeks which then really makes sense when they do that stupid Popular culture to secure finances on my public life and Royal Property in order to make their bullying more violent as well. 
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